
 
Forming Objectives Guide 
This resource aligns with stage one of the Evaluation for Impact Cycle. At the design and planning 
stage of any initiative, it is important to define what you mean by ‘success’. One way of doing so is by 
forming objectives. This will help you effectively monitor and assess the impact/s of your 
project/initiative and evaluate its success. 

Getting started- What’s the difference between goals and objectives? 
Many of us use the terms goals and objectives interchangeably, but in the context of evaluation 
objectives are different from goals.  

Goals are high-level and broad statements regarding an ultimate intended outcome or impact. 
Several different projects/initiatives may be required to achieve goals.  

Objectives are specific measurable outcomes a project/initiative seeks to achieve in the short, 
medium or long term. Objectives are influenced by, and should contribute towards, goals. 

Linking to the Five Levels of Impact resource, goals typically relate to institutional and/or departmental 
priorities at level 5 (Results). Objectives typically relate to levels 1-4 (Reach, Reaction, Learning, 
Behaviour). 

Writing an objective 
Where possible, you should make your objectives SMART.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific-    define your objectives clearly, leaving no room for misinterpretation (who, 
what, when, where, why). 

Measurable-  state the measures and indicators you will use to determine if you have met 
your objectives. 

Achievable-  set objectives which you can reasonably expect are able to be completed. 

Relevant- set objectives which align to broader goals. 

Time based- include a deadline when you will achieve the objective by. 
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Goals and objectives are contextual and will vary depending on the size and scope of your project/initiative. As 
such, the look of a goal or objective will often vary from one area of work to another. 

Top Tips 
1. Consider different levels of impact you may want to achieve and write objectives for different levels. 

2. Consider diverse groups and whether you need different objectives for different groups.  

3. Consider short, medium and long term objectives. 

4. You could think about which evaluation method/s will be the best way to measure your objectives 
with the resources/time you have available. When thinking of measures, consider ones which make 
use of existing data where possible. 

5. Stop and think about the change you are trying to make. ASK yourself, is it a change in Attitude, Skill 
or Knowledge? Ensure your objectives appropriately align with the change you are trying to achieve.   

Worked Examples 
STAR Mentor Partnership Programme (Student Support Activity): Student Transitions at Reading (STaR) is a 
peer-led support programme to help new university students settle into University. The STaR mentor 
partnership programme has the following overarching goals and objectives: 

Goals  
• To create a sense of community and belonging  
• To increase student retention at the University  

Objectives 
• To provide students with a supportive environment [L2] 
• To help new students manage their transition process and expectations [L3] 
• To help current students to expand their employability skills and confidence [L3] 
• To facilitate the development of confidence of new university students [L4] 

Focus on Feedback (Teaching and Learning Activity): The Focus on Feedback campaign will run throughout 
the 2019/20 academic year and brings together a wide range of resources and activities available through 
CQSD with the express purpose of improving the student experience of assessment and feedback. This 
particular campaign has been created with both staff and students in mind and focuses on the timeliness and 
usefulness of feedback as these are key dimensions of the National Student Survey (NSS). The Focus on 
Feedback campaign has the following overarching goals and objectives: 
Goals 

• To enhance the student experience of assessment and feedback  
• To support programme teams and individuals in their practices 
• To achieve improved measures of student satisfaction with feedback 
• To promote the wider use of online feedback using a range of tools introduced through the EMA 

programme. 
• To work in partnership students to create meaningful and sustainable change 

Objectives 
• To work with students to create complimentary student and staff facing messages to improve the 

engagement with feedback [L1/L3]  
• To provide staff with a series of resources they can use to improve the usefulness and timeliness of 

feedback [L2/3] 
• To facilitate staff-wide workshops which engage staff in case studies, resources, and activities to 

reflect on and refine their feedback practices [L1/2/3] 
• To provide bespoke support for staff both individually or as wider programme/departmental teams to 

reflect upon and enhance current feedback practices [L4] 
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